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In this document, we cover:
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WHAT IS IT? 
Production Support (also called Application 
Support or Production Management) is like 
the Emergency Room for technology. It’s 
responsible for making sure systems and 
applications run smoothly by identifying 
problems and deploying smart solutions. 

Every year, investment banks work with 
mthree to recruit graduates into their 
Production Support teams. They’re always 
investing more in tech and need dedicated 
teams to make improvements and keep 
everything running efficiently and reliably. 

However, most graduates have never 
heard of Production Support as an area to 
start their careers. What types of career 
opportunities does it offer? And what does 
it take to succeed? 

IT’S A CRUCIAL PART OF AN ORGANIZATION’S TECH 
DEPARTMENT

The role of someone in Production Support is to use technology 
to apprehend technology incidents before they happen or 
react to them as they arise. In Production Support, if a system 
is expecting high usage or data throughout, for example on 
a very busy trading day, firms will have capacity & planning 
meetings to discuss the demand of availability of systems. 

THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PRODUCTION SUPPORT                  
AND SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

The role of a Software Developer is to build software which is 
then deployed into the ‘live’ or ‘production’ environment where, 
the software is then used. Once this software is in use in the live 
environment, it is the job of individuals in Production Support 
to make sure it’s available and uptime is maximized. Only once 
issues are too complex, or at too large a scale of impact, would 
Software Developers then be involved in remedying issues. 

WHAT THE JOB INVOLVES

Working with a global team, you’ll help support systems including 
algorithmic trading engines and regulatory reporting by:

WHAT IS PRODUCTION SUPPORT?

Production support teams ensure the 
uptime and availability of a business’ 
platforms and applications. Production 
support is responsible for stages 5 & 6 of 
the Software Development Life Cycle 
where applications are ‘live’. In an Agile 
setting, and as the environment starts 
moving more towards a DevOps mindset, 
the lines between all are blurred and 
require Production teams to be involved 
in other areas of the lifecycle. 
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Production Support

Monitoring system health. 

Resolving incidents. 

Investigating past incidents. 

Managing the release process for new versions of software. 

Automating and enhancing workflows. 

Working closely with business stakeholders to resolve issues 
with technical systems and applications. Work is tracked using 
‘tickets’. 

You’ll also regularly communicate with other technical teams 
including vendors, developers and infrastructure on release 
management and issue resolution. 



Here we cover the training delivered at mthree Academy. Modules may vary 
slightly to prepare you for the specific Production Support role you’re going in to. 

Learn concepts and tools relevant to providing production support in a banking 
environment. It includes basic financial concepts as well as hands-on activities 
using Linux to manage a system and using SQL to manage data. 

TRAINING AT MTHREE ACADEMY

This module includes an introduction to financial concepts as well as to skills 
that are useful in a production support environment.  

By the end of this module, you’ll be able to:  

Communicate professionally with colleagues and clients using a variety of 
communication media.  

Discuss at a high level support activities including monitoring, DevOps, SRE, 
disaster recovery, and the FIX protocol.  

Discuss common financial topics, including ITIL, financial markets, equity       
trading, derivatives, currency, treasury, regulation, and risk.  

Financial Topics 
Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) FIX Protocol

DevOps Fixed Income

Introduction to Site Reliability Engineering (SRE)  Derivatives

Disaster Recovery Currency

Financial Markets Treasury

Equity Trading Regulation and Risk

In this module, you will learn how to write basic computer programs using 
the Python programming language.

By the end of this module, you will be able to:  

Use a Python IDE, such as Jupyter Notebook, to create and run programs.  

Write a program that accepts user input to produce a specific outcome.  

Use conditional statements and loops to control the output of a program 
based on defined conditions.  

Use a variety of data structures to manage data in a program, including        
lists, tuples, dictionaries, and sets.   

Python Topics 
Python Syntax Basic Data Structures

Basic Python Data Types Loops

Conditional Statements  Data Structures
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SOFT SKILLS & FINANCIAL TOPICS

PYTHON

This module introduces you to the use of Linux in a production support 
environment.   

By the end of this module, you’ll be able to:  

Use Linux to manage files, filesystems, processes, and server health,                               
including disk space.  

Use Linux to read files stored on a server.  

Use variables in user input.  

Use the Vim editor to create scripts.

Use cron to automate processes.  

Linux Topics
Windows Administration vi tutorial

Introduction to Linux A deeper dive into processes

Basic commands to survive Advanced commands

Files and Filesystems Useful scripting tools

Variables Other Useful Linux commands

Reading files  cron

Health of a server Troubleshooting Java Applications 

Disk Space Introduction to shell scripting 
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LINUX FOR PRODUCTION SUPPORT
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In this module, you will learn how a relational database is structured and use SQL 
to create, retrieve, update, and delete data stored in a MySQL Server database.  

By the end of this module, you will be able to:  

Explain how a relational database is structured, including tables, keys,            
relationships, and normalization.  

Use an ERD to represent a relational database.  

Use DDL to create a database and required tables within the database.  

Use DML to retrieve and manage data stored in a relational database,                   
including data stored across multiple tables. 

Database Topics 
Introduction to Relational Databases Data Definition Language (DDL) 

ACID Compliance Data Manipulation Language (DML)
Relational Design and Normalization Join Queries

Entity Relationship Diagrams Sorting

MySQL Server Installation    Grouping and Aggregates

Getting Started with MySQL Workbench  Subqueries and Views

SQL SELECT Queries
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Assesment 1. Apply for a job on the mthree website

2. Pass telephone interview with a member of our Talent team

3. Complete aptitude test

4. Complete final interview

Training
During the training, 
our Client Services 
team will put you 
forward for roles.

5. 6 weeks of instructor-led live online training

6. Receive interview and CV tips from Talent team

7. Pass interview with client

Placement
Depending on your 
role, you may have the 
option to convert to a 
permanent employee 
with the client sooner. 
A member of our 
talent team will 
explain whether this is 
true for your role.

Month 1 Start working with your client as an mthree employee

Month 4 Check-in meeting with mthree Engagement Manager

Month 7 Performance appraisal and 1st pay rise

Month 10 Check-in meeting with mthree Engagement Manager

Work From Home And Managing Your Time

Python Scripting and Programming

Month 11 Assertive and Confident Communication

Problem Solving Approaches

Month 12 Wiley Executive Program in Business and Data Analyst

Agile and Scrum

Robotic Process Automation Foundation

Month 13 Performance appraisal and 2nd pay rise

Asking Questions

Month 14 Active Listening

Month 15 Emotional Intelligence

Cloud & DevOps Fundamentals

Month 16 Check-in meeting with mthree Engagement Manager

Month 17 Communicating Across Cultures

Month 18 Enhancing Productivity

Month 19 Performance appraisal and 3rd pay rise

Problem Solving By Thinking Critically

Month 21 Maximising Your Potential

Month 22 Final check-in

Conflict Resolution

Month 23 Conversion meeting

Managing Your Reputation

Post-placement 9 in 10 Alumni then convert to permanent employees

YOUR JOURNEY WITH MTHREE

CAREER PROSPECTS WITHIN PRODUCTION SUPPORT
A production support career means constantly tackling new challenges with no two days 
being the same. Production Support Analysts are excellent problem-solvers and get their 
sense of achievement from preventing an incident from causing major business impact.

Usual pathways include becoming an Subject Matter Expert (SME) in certain applications, 
focusing on tooling for other individuals within Production Support, or running a team 
focused on Production Support for a specific business line.

You're on a steep learning curve. 
The beauty of Production Support is you learn the 
technology and the business inside out.

You meet lots of people.
The nature of the job means you’re working with a 
diverse range of people across different departments 

It opens up avenues.
If you have good relationships with colleagues, you’ll 
build a positive reputation for yourself throughout 
the company which can lead to job opportunities.

There’s lots of variety.
Production Support is great for those that 
want every day at work to be different.

Some benefits of career development 
within Production Support:

TAKE YOU? 

Where could the 
Alumni Program 

Meet Ruby, 
Assistant Vice President at Bank of America 

What can happen after the graduate program 
is finished? Find out from Ruby who completed 
the Alumni program back in 2017 and is now an 
Assistant Vice President at Bank of America.  

Read her interview

mthree are the reason why I’m where I 
am today. They gave me the opportunity 
from the very beginning. If you went 
back to when I first graduated and told 
me this is where I’d be five years later,       
I wouldn’t have believed you!Online training modules

https://www.mthree.com/news/where-are-they-now-interview-with-ruby-assistant-vice-president/41852/


Get in touch 
 mthree.com/contact
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